Nonlinear regression methods in design of experiments and mathematical modelling. Applications to the analysis of the steady-state kinetics of glutathione reductase.
A branching reaction pathway involving a ping pong and a sequential loop has been proposed for glutathione reductase (Biochem. Biophys. Res. Commun. 53 (1973) 1151). In the present investigation nonlinear regression methods have been applied in the fitting of rate equations to experimental data to test the validity of the model proposed and to discriminate between alternative mathematical models (cf. FEBS Lett. 26 (1972) 252). In the best rate law, some of the parameters were numerically redundant. Therefore, a feature-wise analysis of the rate equation was carried out by varying one substrate concentration at a time. The overall strategy used was a cyclic procedure involving: experimentation - analysis of data - modelling - design of experiments - new experimentation etc. Consideration was given to the experimental error structure and to the importance of weighting in the regression analysis. In the design of experiments for discrimination between rival models, a previously defined discrimination function was used. The results of the analysis support the branching reaction scheme proposed for glutathione reductase.